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Abstract 
Fixed weight vectors with sidelobe controlled is introduced to suppress the intense jammers and enhance the target 
detecting for torpedo alert sonar. Second-order Cone programming approach is exploited to generate the desired 
weight vectors. The simulation results conform its validity. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Torpedo alert is a key segment of torpedo defense system. And it is a trend to develop active torpedo 
alert sonar for surface warships, because of the reduction of the noise radiated by torpedo, and the 
difficulty of target location for passive method. A signal transmitted into the sea will encounter the 
inherent inhomogeneous properties of the medium and its changing index of refraction. These “scatterers” 
will reflect a great number of echoes, the sum of which produces in the receiver the noise known as 
reverberation. The reverberation is the main  interference to active sonar. However when the source is 
moving, the Doppler of reverberation is bearing depended. Its frequency offset varies with bearing, 
maximum at the head direction and minimum at the tail direction. Taking the use of the fact that the 
frequency offsets of the echo from fast moving target and the reverberation are different, the echo and 
reverberation are separated in frequency domain as for CW wave[1]. The interference leaves just the 
ambient noise, and hence the detecting range is enhanced significantly. However, in most case, the noise 
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jammers usually radiated from other nearby ships. The special leaks of these  intense jammers will 
inundate the echo from the target and baffle the detecting. For the active mode of the system, there is just 
one snapshot for each transmitting. So the minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR)[2-4] method 
is invalid due to the lack of high quality estimation of correlated matrix. Therefor weight vectors need to 
be constructed beforehand instead of real time. Fixed weight vectors with sidelobe controlled generated 
using second-order cone method is took advantage of to suppress jammers and enhance target detecting 
capacity.
2. Theory of Motion Targer detecting 
Torpedo alert sonar system contains two parts, a transmitting array mounted under the ship and a 
towed receiving array. In this mode, the transmitted bandwidth is narrower than the Doppler shift of the 
target reflected echo. The reverberation can be represented as a frequency directive phenomenon: for each 
frequency, the reverberation energy is concentrated in a reduced space. 
A graphical interpretation is detailed on Figure 1. Three regions of the reverberation spectrum can be 
considered[5]:
a) In this region, corresponding to low relative speed, the echo and the reverberation signals fall in the 
same beam. In this case, broadband waveforms with large time-bandwidth product are generally preferred 
to CW. 
b) In this region, reverberations at the same frequency that the echo interfere by the side lobes of the main 
lobe of the target beam pattern. A good spatial rejection is needed. 
c) in this region, there is no reverberation at the frequency of the echo. Performances are generally limited 
by noise or spectral leak of reverberation. 
For a torpedo, its radial velocity is normally larger than the velocity of the warship it attacks. So the 
region c is the usual case, and the reverberation can be ignored. Sometimes there is a noise jammer which 
is usually radiated noise of another ship, and it can be so intensive that the echo of the target at the near 
direction is covered. In this case, a set of array weight vectors whose spatial response compose a groove 
at the direct of the jammer are required. 
The output of every array element is divided in to consequent segments with the same length of 
transmitted signal. Than each segment is decomposed into narrow-band components via rectangle 
windowed FFT. The same narrow-band components of all elements constitute a snapshot of this narrow 
band which is to be beamformed later. The special spectrums of all narrow-band components compose a 
space time spectrum. For there is just one snapshot, the MVDR method is not suitable here. The weight 
vectors need to be constructed beforehand. The weight vectors are supposed to minimize the array output 
power while maintaining the distortionless response in the direction of the desired signal and a sidelobe 
level that is strictly guaranteed to be lower than some given (prescribed) threshold value around the 
direction of the jammer. This is a modified MVDR problem which is convex, and can be transformed to 
second-order cone formulation computationally solved using the interior point method. 
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Fig. 1. Frequency Directive Phenomenon of CW Reverberation 
3. Array Weight Vectors with Sidelobe Control 
Construct the covariance matrix 
( ) ( ) Iss δθθ += aaR Hˆ                                                                                     (1)
where ( )sθa is the steering  vector of the desired direction. δ is the noise lever. 
Let jθ ( )Jj ,,1L=  be a chosen grid that approximates the sidelob beampattern areas. To control the 
sidelobe level, the following multiple quadratic inequality constraints out side the mainlobe beampattern 
area are used: 
( ) JjjH L,1,2 =≤ εθaW                                                                              (2) 
The modified MVDR with sidelob control is expressed as 
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There is a single linear equality constraint and multiple quadratic inequality constraints which will be 
converted to the standard SOC program. 
Assume that L  is the Cholesky factor of Rˆ , i.e., RLLH ˆ=  which leads to 
2ˆ LWWRW =H                                                                                       (4)
Clearly, minimizing WRW ˆH  is equivalent to minimizing LW . Introducing a new scalar nonnegative 
variable ς  and a new constraint ς<LW , (3) can be converted into the following form[6]:
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Introducing new variables ς=1y , ε=2y , Wy =3 , and [ ]Tyy 321 ,, yy = ,we obtain the following 
problem: 
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Define [ ]T0,,0,1 L−=Δb  so that ybT=− 1y . ε=2y  and ( ) 1=θay3H can be represented as two zero-cone 
constrains
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The SOC constraints 1y<3Ly  , ( ) 22 yj ≤3H ya θ  take the form  
( ) ( ) .,,1,SOC00
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Let [ ]221 ,,, +Δ= Jcccc L , [ ]T 2JT2T1T AAAA += ,,, L , the constraints of (8) become 
{ } 22 SOCSOCSOC0yAc 1MT ××××∈− + L                                               (9)
4. Simulation Results 
Consider a uniform linear array of 64=N spaced half-wavelength apart. There is a target at the 
direction of 930, and a jammer at 900, which is 30dB higher than the target. To suppress the jammer the 
beampattern sidelobe level is required to be bellow -30dB at the areas [ ]00 14.90,86.89∈Θ  in which a 
uniform grid is used to obtain the angles jθ ( )Jj ,,1L= . The SNR is equal to 20 dB.  
The SeDuMi MATLAB toolbox[7] is used to solve the SOC problem and generate the optimal weight 
vectors. The directional pattern of 910 is ploted in Fig.2 compared with the beampattern of uniform 
weight vector of the same diraction. This figure shows that the responses of both beampatterns are 1,and 
SOC method guarantees that the constrain of the sidelobe are satisfied exactly. 
Fig. 2. Beampatterns of Optimum and Uniform Weight Vector 
(a)                                                                                    (b) 
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Fig. 3. (a) Spatial Spectrum of Optimum Weighted Beamforming; (b) Spatial Spectrum of CBF 
With these weight vectors constructed, snapshots from array are filtered to create special spectrums as 
seen in Fig. 2. The results of Conventional Beamforming (CBF) are also thrown out to make a compare in 
Fig. 3.  
Fig. 3 indicates that the intensity of the jammer is high enough to dominate the special spectrums and 
the signal of the target is enshroud and can not be detected.  As for the spectrums produced by the optimal 
weight vectors, the jammer is suppressed by the flute of the beampatterns. And the target at the direction 
of 930 emerges. 
5. Conclution 
In active torpedo detecting, there will be noise jammers which are usually radiated noises of other 
nearby ships. The special leaks of these intense jammers will inundate the echo from the target and baffle 
the detecting.  In this paper, a method using fixed weight vector with sidelobe controlled is introduced to 
suppress the intense jammers and enhance the target detecting. Simulation results were presented and its 
validity was conformed. 
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